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Horizontal cells: Hard to segment

Rat’s nest of 
neurites, 
many of 
which do not
even belong 
to any of the 
cells in the 
image

Laser-scanning confocal (calretinin, neurofilament, calbindin)
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Horizontal cells

[webvision.med.utah.edu]

• Patterns
– Number of neurites

– Neurite thickness
• Do they taper?

– Branching

– Connection

• Response to injury
– Grow more?

– Branch more?

– Different distribution of 
neurofilaments?

– Connections
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Step 1: Tile 
image

Top-down approach: Visual 
vocabulary [ICDM 2005]
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Binary segmentation leads to 
large segmentation errors

Watershed algorithm
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Can we find a probabilistic 
segmentation?

For each pixel, a probability that
the pixel belongs to the cell 8

Segmentation by repeated random walk

You are here
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Random step in one of 
eight directions, biased by 

the intensity.

Return to start with 
probability c = 0.0001

Result after 1000 steps.

Repeat until convergence.
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Result at convergence (3 cells)

Eigenvector problem
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Figure 2. One of the cells in Figure 1, successfully
segmented by the repeated random walk algorithm.

It may appear that even crossing the bridge once and
walking around in the wrong cell for a little while is a mis-
fortune. However, this behavior is actually a blessing in
disguise. The reason is that a connection between neurites
from different cells can look quite similar to a branching
point in a neurite—so much so that human experts cannot
reliably distinguish them. If the algorithm had to make a
definite choice between staying in the original cell or cross-
ing into the other, a wrong choice would have huge impact
on the segmentation result and consequently on the analy-
sis results. The randomized solution avoids this by visiting
the region beyond the bridge proportionally to how well it
is connected to the original cell. An analysis algorithm can
recognize that there is doubt about the extent of the cell and
conclude, for instance, that there is a 0.8 and 0.2 probability
that the neurite is 30 µm and 40 µm long, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the segmentation result for one of the
cells in Figure 1. The color of each pixel corresponds to an
element in the visit record matrix, and indicates how many
times that pixel was visited by the repeated random walk.
Note that pixels farther from the center are generally visited
less. This is consistent with the diffusion model, and makes
sense from a probabilistic point of view, for a path from the
center to a pixel far away has more opportunities to make
mistakes and cross into other cells, so we can be less certain
that the pixel actually belongs to the original cell. Notice
also that the wider neurites are followed more often—again
consistent with what we expect.

The visit record matrix constitutes a graded segmenta-
tion result—pixels visited more are more likely to be part
of the cell—but how do we convert the visit counts to prob-
abilities? The mapping should be linear, but contrary to
intuition, assigning probability 1 to the pixel visited most

and probability 0 to pixels not visited at all may not be the
best mapping. The reason is twofold. First, there will be
some fluorescence even in parts of the image that do not
contain the protein intended to be imaged, because of back-
ground staining and autofluorescence. To correct for this,
we should map visits below a certain threshold to proba-
bility 0. Second, the peripheral parts of the cell body re-
ceive fewer visits than the central parts, even though we
have prior knowledge that the cell body is part of the cell.
We can correct for this by mapping visits above a certain
threshold to probability 1. (Technically, we are then com-
puting P(pixel ! cell | cell body ! cell).) The resulting ma-
trix of probabilities is called a probabilistic mask, or pmask.

2.1 Formulation as eigenvector problem
Although a simulation-based implementation of the algo-
rithm, as described above, is sufficiently efficient (5 s per
cell for a 768-by-512-pixel image), it is interesting to note
that the pmask can also be computed by solving an eigen-
vector problem. Each step of the walk can be written as

x := (1" c)Px+ cs. (1)

Here, x is the pmask, P is a (non-symmetric) transition ma-
trix, c is the restart probability, and s is a vector that indi-
cates the center of the cell (the element corresponding to the
pixel at the center of the cell is one, the rest are zero).

If the image is m# n pixels, then x and s have mn ele-
ments, and P has mn rows and mn columns.

Çamoğlu et al. [4] show that Eq. (1) converges to the
stationary probability distribution of the Markov chain with
transition matrix Q = {Qi j}, defined by

Qi j =

!
(1" c)Pi j if si $= 1
(1" c)Pi j + c if si = 1.

(2)

At convergence, x = Qx. Because Q is column-normalized,
its largest eigenvalue is 1, so x is the corresponding eigen-
vector. The eigenvector problem can be solved quickly be-
cause P and Q are very sparse: each row has only eight non-
zero elements, corresponding to the possible next steps.

3 Experimental evaluation
We evaluate our segmentation algorithm experimentally

by comparing it to the “seeded” (or “marker-based”) wa-
tershed algorithm [14], the state of the art for this kind of
segmentation problems.

The watershed solution converts the image into a land-
scape by lowering a pixel of intensity a to a depth a units
below the ground. The brightest parts of the image thus be-
come the deepest valleys. The landscape is then modified so
that local minima occur only at the center of each cell (the
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Transition matrix
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At convergence,              .
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Corresponding eivenvector is the probabilistic mask
(stationary probability of the Markov chain).

Define new transition matrix Q:
[Camoglu et al., Bioinformatics, 2006]

Probabilistic mask Initial
location
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Better sensitivity and specificity 
than watershed

... but that is not the main point
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Cell segmentation as a
probabilistic value

“Probabilistic mask”
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How to measure neurite thickness?

Position along line [µm]

P(in cell)

How does this affect analysis and mining? A simple example:

3 µm
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How to measure neurite thickness?

Intensity,
i.e.,

P(in cell)

Position along line [µm]

2 µm

3 µm

3.5 µm

The thickness we 
end up with depends 
on how low intensity 

values we pay 
attention to.

(True when humans 
are measuring, too.) 
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Probabilistic thickness measurement

Thickness (w) [µm]

Probability
P(w)
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Summary

• Cannot always have perfect data
– The curse of research biology

– Must make use of images we cannot segment perfectly

• Probabilistic segmentation
– Better segmentation result, more information

– Must revamp analysis, mining, and database techniques

• How does this affect higher-level analysis and mining?

• One step closer to bringing data-driven research to 
microscopy-based fields
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